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We are an artisan training centre employing
women living in a slum community in
Kolkata. We are looking to connect with
global marketers who wish to collaborate
with us and distribute our products.
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We use reclaimed saris for their colour and rich embellishments, to celebrate
the resilience, diversity and true beauty of the many women the iconic sari
represents. Copper, wooden beads and faceted glass are also widely featured.
Our kantha-stitch (running stitch) sari blankets, journals and tote bags also feature the reclaimed sari. Our tote bags are made of jute, a local fiber crop.

Jewellery
Wholesale prices are listed are in USD.

Sky
Necklace,
Earrings & Bracelet
A set of timeless pieces
to add a simple touch of
elegance to your day.
Materials used are
polished wooden beads,
glass beads, pearlised
glass, Tibetan style metal
bead caps, hand forged
bare copper clasp and
earring wires.

Necklace $4.50 per piece. Bracelet $2.90 per piece.
Earrings $2.80 per pair.

Necklace length 23 inches.
Bracelet length 7.5 inches.
Earrings 1 inch in drop.

Regal Tea
Necklace & Bracelet
This set is inspired by
afternoon tea: a near
universal ritual.
Materials used are glass
beads framed in copper
wire. Colour options are
aquamarine, chai, pink
and purple.

Necklace $6.60 per piece.
Bracelet $4.40 per piece.

Necklace length 20 inches.
Bracelet length 8 inches.

Sage
Necklace, Bracelet and
Earrings
The feature element of the
Sage range is the reclaimed
sari beads. Captured in freeform copper wrapping and
accented with glass beads, the
sari carries the stories of
many women with it.

Available in necklace, bracelet and earrings, they can be ordered
in a variety of prints and colours in a mixed order, or we can work
with you for an order in the same hues.
Beads are chosen according to the saris available locally. Each
piece will vary in colour and sometimes, shape of the bead.

The hand forged bare copper
clasp is embellished with
beads, becoming a feature of
the bracelet.
Necklace length 21 inches.
Bracelet length 8 inches.
Earrings 1.5 inches in drop.

Sage
All of Kiran’s earring hooks are hand forged and machine finished for quality. They are then
polished with museum quality wax providing a barrier between the copper and your skin to
minimise any reaction.
Necklace $9.10 per piece. Bracelet $6.30 per piece. Earrings $3.90 per pair.

Story
Necklace, bracelet and earrings
The strength of a simple chain and the softness of a colourful raw edge sari braid are
complemented by an eclectic mix of wood, glass and metal beads. The necklace is asymmetrical
with a focal bead and chain, creating a beautiful drop pendant. Each piece is unique. Earrings
feature a glazed focal bead in green, blue, red or earth brown and a small decorative chain tassel.

Story
All three elements of chain, sari braid and eclectic
beads combine at the decorative alloy filigree
connectors on the Story bracelet. The clasp is of
bare copper is hand forged at Kiran, while the double figure 8 closure allows for adjustment in size.
Story necklaces and bracelets can be ordered in a
variety of colours in a mixed order, or in an order in
the same hues.
Necklace length 38 inches .
Bracelet length 7.5 inches, including clasp.
Earrings 2 inches in drop.

Necklace $12.10 per piece.
Bracelet $7.10 per piece.
Earrings $4.70 per pair.

Monsoon
Necklace and Earrings
Inspired by Bengal’s unrelenting, three-month-long monsoon season, these earrings feature copper chain with hanging glass beads reminiscent of raindrops. Colour variations include gold, deep
blue and green.
Necklace length 40 inches. Earrings 4 inches in drop.
Necklace $3.50 per piece. Earrings $2.60 per pair.

Trade Winds
Necklace and Bracelet
Like a merchant celebrating a successful journey, Trade Winds bracelets and necklaces
proudly display treasures and new wares. Faceted smoky glass drops provide the backdrop
for ornate charms. Each link is hand wrapped and the clasps are hand forged at Kiran.
Necklace length 19 inches. Bracelet length 7 inches.
Necklace $6.40 per piece. Bracelet $3.90 per piece.

Glisten
Necklace and Bracelet
Each piece has a subtle sheen, with the accent glass beads providing many facets for light to
bounce off of. They combine mint green, red and sunset yellow glass, beautifully offset with a pale
pink touch. The necklace is completely hand wrapped with copper.
Necklace length 18 inches. Bracelet length 7.5 inches.
Necklace $9.60 per piece. Bracelet $3.80 per piece.

Chuti
Necklace
Chuti, meaning
‘holiday’ in Bengali,
is designed with
fun in mind. It’s casual and playful,
with a long length.
The Chuti necklace
is made entirely
from components
sourced locally here
in Kolkata, including painted wooden
beads, polished wooden disks, faceted glass and bare copper.
Necklace length 40 inches.
Necklace $10.50 per piece.

Beloved
Necklace
The striking yet bold simplicity of this necklace speaks of love. It is inspired by local style
in which a large pendant necklace is worn
atop a formal sari. The copper heart pendant
is surrounded by golden painted glass beads.
The rest of the necklace is made with your
choice of burgundy wooden beads or mint
green glass beads. The necklace is finished off
with the hand-forged copper clasp.
Necklace length 25 inches including clasp,
Pendant 2 in x 2 1/4 inch.
Necklace $4.90 per piece.

Oriental Gypsy
Necklace
Oriental Gypsy brings a softness with its crimson
tones, golden accents and feature beads reminiscent of cherry blossoms. Created with painted
wood beads, acrylic cherry-coloured beads,
pearlised glass and Tibetan style metal bead
caps.
Necklace length 24 inches.
Necklace $4.00 per piece.

Lunar
Necklace
At the end of hot, dusty days, we
are sometimes pleasantly surprised
by a beautiful moon rising over the
city. It’s a gift to pause between
daytime and night to embrace those
evening moments. The Lunar glass
necklace is a piece reminiscent of
the evening. The Lunar necklace is
made up of three strands of beads.
Two strands are made of links of
clear faceted and pearlised glass,
pulled together with a third seed
bead strand.
Necklace length 33 inches.
Necklace $14.50 per piece.

Available in “silver moon”, using
silver and gun metal grey beads,
and “champagne moon”, using
golden and silver beads.

Cascade
Necklace
A beautiful three-strand cascade of clear,
golden copper and black pearlised glass,
framed by golden and blue seed beads.
The beads fall from a reclaimed brocade
sari base.
The longer length and ornate beads make
this the perfect accompaniment to a
beautiful evening outfit.
The sari base comes in various colours
such as black, pink, deep green and
aquamarine. Contact us if you have a specific colour request.
Necklace length 33 inches.
Necklace $13.50 per piece.

Rhythm
Necklace
Rhythm dances with
the flow of the sari
into a central feature
motif and back again.
Gun metal grey and
golden beads
enhance the design,
making it a threestranded necklace.

Necklace length 17 inches.
Necklace $6.60 per piece.

The sari strand
comes in a wide
range of colours and
patterns. Contact us
for a specific colour
request.

Jatra
Necklace
Jatra, in Bengali, is the
journey of a theatre company or show, usually
around rural villages.
We’re pleased to bring a
little of India to your town!
Reclaimed sari is embellished with a filigree leaf
connector with beads
matched to each sari as it
comes from the market.
This piece comes in a wide
Necklace length 15 inches. range of colours and
patterns. Contact us for a
Necklace $6.90 per piece.
specific colour request.

Rangoli
Necklace
Inspired by the Indian tradition of rangoli,
where colourful patterns are created on floors
during festive seasons, this necklace is made
of various glass and acrylic beads. It featured
a small copper bead pendant embellished
with matching beads and is finished with a
hand-forged copper clasp.
The two-stranded Rangoli necklace comes in
four colour combinations:.
purple, green blue;
purple, green, red;
gold, purple, red, and
chai-coloured and gold.
Necklace length 17.5 inches.
Necklace $10.10 per piece.

All necklace and bracelet
clasps are made with copper
hand forged by our artisans.

All of Kiran’s earring hooks are hand forged and machine finished for
quality. They are then polished with museum quality wax providing a
barrier between the copper and your skin to minimise any reaction.

Heritage
Earrings
These rustic wrap
earrings,
featuring a central
filigree focus offer
a go-to style.

Earrings 1.5 inches in drop.
$3.10 per pair.

Making use of
neutral colours
and elements
seen in many of
Kiran’s pieces,
Heritage has been
designed with
other Kiran
necklaces and
bracelets in mind
for easy matching.

Dual Drop
Earrings
A simple two drop
design featuring
faceted and
metallic, pearlised
glass beads with
hand forged bare
copper earring
hooks. A simple
design in neutral
colours to
complement most
outfits for everyday wear.
Earrings 1.5 inches
in drop.
$3.10 per pair.

Nomad Sari Bracelet
This wrap bracelet has a
reclaimed sari base and is
accented by five elegant drops.
These drops are connected by
rustic hand forged bare copper
components and the closure is
also hand wrapped in our studio.
It can be ordered in a variety of
prints and colours, or in an order
in the same hues.
Can also be worn as a necklace.
Bracelet length 23 inches when
unraveled.
$8.80 per piece.

Five Songs
Bracelet
Our five strand braided
sari bracelet is made
with brocade saris or
sari borders to showcase the golden threads
that often run through
them. A simple chain is
weaved through to add a
strong texture to this regal piece. Each strand is
adorned in the middle
with a feature bead, chosen according to the sari
used, creating a focal
cluster. The bracelet is
It can be ordered in a variety of prints and colours, or in the same hues.
finished with a copper
Bracelet length 7.5 inches. wrap and hand forged
$9.30 per piece bare copper clasp.

Wilderness
Bracelet
An earthy,
wooden bracelet
available in the
colours of the
four elements,
with a central
glazed porcelain
feature bead.
Featured bead
options: red,
green, bluegreen or brown.
Bracelet length 7.5 inches.
$3.70 per piece.

Classic Bracelet
A three-stranded
bracelet with neutral
tones. It features a
strand of neutral
toned faceted glass, a
strand of bronze
coloured beads and a
decorative chain.

Bracelet length. 7.5 inches.
$4.50 per piece

It can also be ordered
featuring mint green
beads or wooden
beads replacing the
strand of neutraltoned glass beads
pictured.

Sari Dance
Earrings
These earrings
depict a dancing
free spirit! Beautiful sari fabric
accented with
glass beads.
Sari Dance
Earrings come in
a variety of colour
and pattern
options, such as
blue, green, black
and pink. Let us
know your
preference.
2.5 inches in drop.
$3.70 per pair.

Moonlight
Earrings
Designed by our jewelry artisans, Moonlight earrings use
reclaimed sari to create a small hooped earring, with a
hanging glass bead to accent. Moonlight earrings come in a
variety of colour options according to saris available in the
market. Let us know your preference while ordering.
1.5 inches in drop.
$2.90 per pair.

Lavish
Earrings
Brought to
life by our
artisans,
Lavish
earrings offer a handbeaded hoop
earring with
a hanging
featured
glass bead.
2 inches in
drop.
$4.20 per
pair.

Dark Khaki
Earrings
Dark Khaki earrings feature an
accent Tibetan-style bead
framed by a faceted glass bead
on each side, dangling
elegantly from a copper tear
drop-shaped hook.
2 inches in drop.
$2.90 per pair.

Sari Range
Blankets, journals and bags

Kantha Sari Blankets
Kiran’s recycled sari blankets use
an ancient practice called kantha,
found all over the homes of Bengal. Generations have stitched together old saris for warmth. The
traditional kantha method consists sewing five layers of used saris together with a single running
stitch. The result is a quilted blanket that is both functional and
beautiful.
The artisans of Kiran create blankets in a wide variety of colours,
patterns and styles. Let us know if
you have a specific colour preference, or we can send you a sample of current pieces available on
request.

We have a wide range of baby blankets in
stock.
Baby blanket measure 30 by 38 inches.
Queen and king size kantha sari blankets
can be ordered by request to fit a bed of
your choice. Please allow four weeks for
fulfillment.
Baby blankets $50 per piece.
Queen and King blankets $150 and
above, contact us for exact pricing according to your request.

Sari Journals
Blank paged journals handbound with high-quality
paper and given a recycled
sari cover.
Available in a variety of
colours according to customer specification.
$8.00 per piece.

Recycled Sari Wallet
A long wallet for all your organizational needs, finished with a recycled sari cover. Customers
can request a colour patter combination, or choose from available patterns.
$3.90 per piece

Bhorom Bag
A unique bag made of varied materials with numerous pockets. Available in a variety of colours
according to customer specification.
$12.30 per piece.

Kolkata Jute Bag
An eclectic, fun tote bag made of jute, an abundant local material, finished with braided recycled
sari straps. Printed with images from iconic Kolkata.
$7.10 per piece

Mini Sari Gift Bags
Tiny-sized gift bags for a variety of occasions, created from recycled silk sari material. Sari gift bags
fit Kiran jewelry perfectly. Available in a wide variety of colours.

$1.50 per bag.

Greeting
Cards
Kiran greeting
cards are hand
made. Bamboo
is carefully cut
according to
design and
applied to handmade paper.
A variety of
Christmas
designs are
available.
Custom designs
on request.
$1.00 per card, or 12 cards for $10.00.

